Results confirm the catalytic potential of imidazole groups anchored on the polymeric backbone of polyvinylimidazole (PVI) in dephosphorylation reactions with di-and tri-phosphoesters, promoting impressive enhancements up to 10 7 -fold. We propose the imidazole groups on PVI react by nucleophilic catalysis (neutral specie) with a phosphate triester and bifunctionally by general acid-nucleophilic catalysis (bipolar species) with a diester. Additionally, PVI can incorporate the reactants on its domains by hydrophobic and electrostatic attraction, confirming the polymer multifunctionality. Moreover, a pronounced micellar catalysis was observed for the reactions which, surprisingly, occurs with both cationic and anionic micelles, due to favorable approximation effects. The micellar effects observed confirms the reactivity of the bipolar species. Based on the pseudophase model, the reagents can be incorporated in the micellar phase, mainly by hydrophobic forces. Overall, we confirm that PVI has great potential as an artificial enzyme, since it undergoes enzymatic-like mechanisms with an elegant bifunctional catalysis. Scheme 1. IMZ-derived models and their catalytic efficiency. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Multifunctional Imidazole-Derived Polymeric Catalyst for Dephosphorylation Reactions J. Braz. Chem. Soc. 286 Scheme 2. Reactions studied herein.
Introduction
Dephosphorylation reactions govern many biological functions 1 and there is an increasing interest in mimicking these reactions with catalysts inspired on the highly efficient natural enzymes, due to their intriguing multifunctional nature. Particularly, the imidazole (IMZ) group has outlined many successful studies, 2 since is present in innumerous enzymatic active sites as histidine residue. [3] [4] [5] [6] We have reported some IMZ-based inter-and intra-molecular models, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] shown in Scheme 1 with impressive rate enhancements, arising from nucleophilic and/or generalacid catalysis.
Our results presented so far, for dephosphorylation reactions in the presence of the IMZ group, allowed a comprehensive understanding of the mechanistic nature of the reactions, accounting for the different forms of catalysis by IMZ. Thus, searching for a more realistic approach in modeling the notorious enzymatic characteristics such as hydrophobicity, approximation of the reactants and simultaneous multi-functionality of the reactive groups, catalytic polymers stands outs. Indeed, enzymes are biopolymers and engineering of macromolecules has great potential for designing artificial enzymes and gene delivery vectors. 12, 13 Some studies are reported for acyl esters, [14] [15] [16] for example, molecularly imprinted polymers containing IMZ groups show 60-fold enhancements 17 and in another study a polymer containing carboxylate and IMZ group promoted 10 7 -fold increments. 18 Recently, we proposed a polymeric nanoreactor with hydroxamate groups for phosphate ester cleavage that shows up to 10 6 -fold enhancements, 19 although has the disadvantage of undergoing a "suicide attack", 20 i.e., is not an authentic recoverable catalyst. Polymers with IMZ and metal complexes have also been reported in the degradation of phosphotriester for the development of pesticide sensors. 21 Moreover, micellar catalysis has also shown interesting enzymatic-like characteristics by promoting efficient approximation of reactants on the micellar domains by hydrophobic and/or electrostatic attraction. 22, 23 Therefore, given the hydrophobic and potentially polyelectrolyte nature of polymers, micelles can easily potentiate these reactions. 19 Herein, we studied the dephosphorylation reaction of the diester bis(2,4-dinitrophenyl) phosphate (BDNPP) and triester diethyl 2,4-dinitrophenyl phosphate (DEDNPP) with the catalytic polymer polyvinylimidazole (PVI) in the absence and presence of cationic (cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, CTABr) and anionic (sodium dodecyl sulfate, SDS) micelles, Scheme 2.
Experimental
Materials PVI (Mw = 3500 g mol -1 ), SDS and CTABr were obtained commercially and other reactants were of analytical grade. The phosphate esters BDNPP and DEDNPP were prepared by standard methods from POCl 3 , as described previously. 7 
Potentiometric titrations
Titrations were carried out in a thermostated cell, under N 2 at 25.0 °C, at ionic strength 0.1 mol L -1 KCl, and [PVI] = 6.0 × 10 -3 mol L -1 . The pH was monitored by a pHmeter upon addition of small increments of 0.1008 mol L -1 CO 2 -free KOH using an automatic burette.
Kinetics
Reactions were followed spectrophotometrically by monitoring the appearance of 2,4-dinitrophenolate (DNP) at 400 nm. Reactions were carried out in 3 mL quartz cuvettes with a thermostated water-jacketed cell holder, by adding 10 µL of the substrate's stock solutions (10 × 10 -3 mol L -1 , in acetonitrile) to aqueous solutions containing PVI under different conditions (concentration, temperature, pH). Observed first-order rate constants (k obs ) were calculated from data of absorbance versus time data for at least 90% of the reaction, using an iterative least-squares program; correlation coefficients were > 0.999 for all kinetic runs. The pH was self-buffered with PVI in the pH range of 6-8 and maintained with 0.01 mol L -1 buffers of KHCO 3 at pH 9-11.
Results and Discussion

Potentiometric titration of PVI
As done in correlated studies, 19 it is important to evaluate the protonation equilibria of PVI to account for the reactive species and optimum pH conditions for the reaction. Therefore, potentiometric titration was carried out and the obtained curve is presented in Figure 1 along with data for IMZ for comparative purposes. 7 The titration results showed that PVI buffers in a wide range of pH (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) , in contrast to IMZ that buffers between pH 6-8. It is known that an ionic species buffers at pH ± 1 of its pK a , which agrees with the determined pK a for IMZ (7.10). In the case of PVI, which has numerous IMZ ionic groups, multiple deprotonation equilibrium can occur, governed by several pK a 's, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The deprotonation of a group must influence the neighboring group, so there may be several non-static pK a 's. Nevertheless, PVI shows an average pK a around 5.8 (given by the derivative), well below the pK a of the IMZ alone (7.1). The proposed equilibrium for the PVI is in agreement with the literature where authors report that IMZ groups have an average pK a = 6 for N-vinylimidazole polymers. 25 Several studies show the equilibria complexity for poly(N-vinylimidazole), 26, 27 for example, it was observed that the pH shift also leads to conformational changes in the polymer chain, which directly influences the protonation of the polymer. It was shown that the polymer contracts and then expands initially, during the stages of protonation, which is closely related to hydrogen bonding between the protonated and deprotonated IMZ rings. 28 Although complex, these dynamic equilibria can justify the catalytic reactivity of the polymer and possible artificial enzyme nature.
Kinetic study: without micelle
Kinetic studies were performed for the reactions of the diester BDNPP and triester DEDNPP with PVI, and pH profiles obtained are shown in Figure 2 , along with respective spontaneous reactions. 7, 29 Results show significant increases in k obs for the dephosphorylation reactions in the presence of PVI: 1500-fold times and 50-fold for BDNPP and DEDNPP, respectively, compared with their spontaneous reactions at pH 8. In the reaction with DEDNPP, the profile reaches a non-varying k obs region for pH > 7.5 indicating a nucleophilic pathway with reactive neutral IMZ groups. Curiously, with BDNPP, there is a subtle bell shaped profile, indicating that a bipolar specie with protonated and neutral IMZ groups is responsible for a bifunctional reaction, as observed in enzymes. 12 Figure 3 presents the pH profiles considering the local concentration of the IMZ moiety (k obs / [monomer]), compared with the corresponding reactions with IMZ, 7 which shows for: (i) BDNPP, PVI is more reactive (ca. 5 times) than IMZ for pH < 8.5, but has similar reactivity at pH > 8.5; (ii) DEDNPP, IMZ is more reactive (ca. 7 times) than PVI in almost any pH range, except at pH < 5.5, where the reactivity are similar. Therefore, in the case of BDNPP, the cooperativity effect by the bipolar species is evidenced due to the higher reactivity of PVI in pH < 8.5, in contrast to IMZ, strongly indicating the contribution of a bifunctional catalysis by PVI. In the case of DEDNPP, the similar reactivity of PVI and IMZ is interesting since the one would expect the simple and small IMZ molecule to be more effective than the highly complex PIV polymeric architecture. Hence, the goal of reproducing the high efficiency of small IMZ-derived models in macromolecules was successfully accomplished herein, which is not always possible. 14 A related study with IMZ-derived polymer containing carboxylate groups was evaluated in the reaction of DEDNPP and showed lower k obs values, but comparable second-order constants (considering the polymer concentration), 18 with the difference that herein the polymer is entirely functionalized with IMZ groups and we observed the characteristic bell-shaped pH profile.
Data in Figure 2 were fitted using equation 1 according to Scheme 3, that simplifies the complex reactions that can occur with PVI in two main paths, reaction with: (i) bipolar species with neutral and protonated IMZ groups present in the polymeric chain (k N1 ), considered generically as PVI + and (ii) neutral IMZ groups (k N2 ). This approach, although Figure 1. Potentiometric titration curves for PVI (6 × 10 -3 mol L -1 , ) and IMZ (1 × 10 -3 mol L -1 , ) with KOH (0.1 mol L -1 ) at 25 °C and equilibrium expected for PVI. very simplistic, described well the k obs increments as a function of pH, given the good correlation of the data with the theoretical fitting. The calculated kinetic parameters are shown in Table 1 , and the second order constant of k N1 and k N2 are shown as a function of the total concentration of polymer and the monomer (k N1 m , k N2 m ). Table 1 shows: (i) for BDNPP, the most reactive species is bipolar (k N1 ), consistent with the bell-shaped pH profile behavior ( Figure 2 ) characteristic of bifunctional catalysis, nonexistent in the DEDNPP profile. For DEDNPP, values of k N1 and k N2 are similar, which indicates that formation of neutral IMZ drives the reaction and solely a nucleophilic reaction is expected (typical pH profile plateau); (ii) compared with the spontaneous reaction (k 0 ), k N1 and k N2 (as a function of [polymer]) are 10 7 and 10 5 -fold higher for BDNPP and DEDNPP, respectively. Further, comparing with the second order constant of the monomer, k N1 m and k N2 m are 10 5 and 10 4 -fold for BDNPP and DEDNPP, respectively. Increments for the reactions with IMZ for both esters are ca.10 3 -fold, 7 indicating that the PVI has a prominent reactivity, especially in the reaction with BDNPP; (iii) the kinetic pK a1 agrees with titration data, although pK a2 , seems high, indicating that below this value there may be some sites where protonated IMZ are found and above this pH, all IMZ moieties are neutral, consistent the broad buffering capacity range of PVI. This effect can also be related to the complex nature of the PVI, which may undergo conformational change in the presence of a neutral (DEDNPP) or anionic ester (BDNPP), influencing directly in their protonation sites. We propose that the dephosphorylation reaction with PVI occurs as depicted in Scheme 4 where a nucleophilic catalysis by neutral IMZ on the phosphorus atom, can or not be assisted by general-acid catalysis by a neighboring protonated IMZ group, activating the leaving group. Based on intra-and intermolecular designs detailed above with the IMZ group, in the reaction of BDNPP with PVI nucleophilic and general-acid catalysis should occur simultaneously, i.e., bifunctional, since the polymer can have regions with bipolar and/or neutral species. The protonated IMZ can also activate the ester via hydrogen bond with the P = O oxygen, as recently reported for ionically tagged (imidazolium-based) water-soluble artificial enzymes in dephosphorylation reactions. 30 This path would assist the nucleophilic attack by neutral IMZ and also lead to the bell-shaped pH profile. The general basic catalysis has not been considered important in the mechanism, whereas the catalytic increments are typical of nucleophilic reactions. 7 In the case of the reaction of DEDNPP with PVI, nucleophilic catalysis should dominate, leading to a phosphorylated intermediate, which decomposes, regenerating PVI and thus confirming an authentic catalytic cycle, as observed in other studies with IMZ. 7 The higher catalytic reactivity for the reaction with BDNPP can be related to the more hydrophobic structure of the ester, which may be more attracted to the hydrophobic polymer backbone. 16 In addition, the negative charge of BDNPP, combines effect of electrostatic approach by the positive charge of the polymer's protonated groups. Thus, PVI has micelle-like properties, e.g., incorporates (concentrates) reagents on its polymeric domain, and furthermore, exert catalytic functional role. This curious incorporation behavior is known for functional polyelectrolyte, [31] [32] [33] such as PVI, which combines multiple aspects of enzymatic catalysis: hydrophobic and electrostatic approach, and multi-functionality. In fact, the use of polymers as catalysts in dephosphorylation reactions is still little explored, and this work clarifies the potential of PVI as a possible artificial enzyme. Moreover, BDNPP is intrinsically less reactive than DEDNPP, hence is more feasible to a bifunctional catalysis. Previous study showed that less reactive esters undergo general base catalysis, in contrast to more activated esters that react via a nucleophilic pathway. 34 This can be extended to the present study in the sense that for BDNPP, an additional catalysis (general-acid) can benefit the reaction, while for DEDNPP a clear-cut nucleophilic attack rapidly cleaves the ester.
Analysis of Figures 2 and 3, along with the parameters in
Kinetic study: with micelles
The reaction of PVI with DEDNPP and BDNPP was studied in the presence of cationic (CTABr) and anionic (SDS) micelle and pH profiles obtained are shown in Figure 4 . It should be noted that the pH range studied in the presence of micelles was limited by precipitation factors. In the case of the anionic diester BDNPP, the presence of CTABr inhibits up to 13-fold for pH < 8.5, but with SDS accelerates, although subtly 2-fold compared with its reaction with only PVI. The same reaction in the presence of CTABr for pH > 8.5 has k obs values near those observed for the reaction in the absence of micelles. In the reaction with the neutral triester DEDNPP, we observe a peculiar micellar catalysis. In the presence of CTABr, for pH > 7.5, there was an increase in k obs of up to 3-fold and with SDS, these increases reach 14-fold compared the reaction with solely PVI. The increments herein are typical of micellar catalysis, 15, 16 but unusual because in the case of DEDNPP, there is an efficient catalysis by both cationic and anionic micelle, configuring a more versatile system. Normally, for reactions where cationic micelle accelerates, anionic micelle inhibits the reaction. 22 Herein, cationic micelle CTABr strongly inhibits reactions at lower pH, probably due to the protonation of the reactive IMZ groups, which will be electrostatically repelled. Upon formation of neutral IMZ in the polymer chain, CTABr act more efficiently due to hydrophobic attraction, but micellar catalysis is only observed with DEDNPP. This can be explained by the bifunctional catalysis contribution (with the bipolar species), significant in the case of BDNPP. Although, BDNPP is negative and can be attracted by the cationic micelle, its inefficient catalysis evidences the significant contribution of the concomitant nucleophilic-general-acid catalysis (positively charged species). For DEDNPP, the reaction of the PVI is predominantly governed by the reactive neutral IMZ species, therefore, can be significantly catalyzed by CTABr due to hydrophobic attractions of the reactants. Interestingly, for BDNPP, SDS promotes micellar catalysis in the reaction with PVI, which should attract polymeric regions dominated by the bipolar species, but the expected repulsion of negatively charged BDNPP by SDS is not enough to inhibit the reaction, compared to only PVI. In the reaction with DEDNPP, SDS promotes more efficient micellar catalysis, as expected, due to the hydrophobic attraction of neutral reagents.
Overall, Figure 5 represents the interaction proposed for the efficient approximation of the reactants for reactions studied here. The hydrophobic micelle should approach the polymer and phosphate ester to its vicinity (hydrophobic forces and/or electrostatic), favoring dephosphorylation by IMZ groups of the polymer chain. Results evidence that hydrophobic attraction is the main driving force in the reactions with PVI, since no significant repelling of negative BDNPP by anionic SDS nor attraction by cationic CTABr is observed. Indeed, PVI and the esters are knowingly hydrophobic. Furthermore, theoretical modeling to describe the pH profiles of PVI reactions with the micelles is complex and requires further studies, which involve advanced techniques to evaluate the nature of polymer-micelle aggregates. Several studies have been published, 35, 36 that focus only on detailing the interactions between micelles and polymers, using techniques such as surface tension, conductivity, fluorescence, microcalorimetry, and especially light scattering X-ray. 37 Authors propose up to three-dimensional phase diagram for these types of systems. 38 These more detailed studies have not been performed herein since the objective was only to expand knowledge regarding intermolecular reactions with IMZ-based catalysts for more complex, polymeric and micellar systems, and thus validate the efficiency of IMZ groups in macromolecular scaffolds and the reactant approximation in dephosphorylation reactions.
Computational study
Conformation analysis of the PVI was performed aiming to obtain information on its molecular structure and correlate with its reactivity. A pentamer of PVI was taken to represent the whole structure of the polymer and the presence of water as a solvent was simulated implicitly by polarizable continuum model (PCM) model with universal force field (UFF) radii. Initially, the conformation study was carried out based on syndiotactic (A sg , B sg ) and isotactic (C sg ) polymer structures as starting geometries (sg) relative to the position of IMZ rings. In addition, two possibilities of syndiotactic geometries were proposed: with non-eclipsed (A sg ) and eclipsed (B sg ) nitrogen atoms along the carbon chain, as shown in Scheme 5.
Results show that the lowest energy conformation is that arising from the syndiotactic starting geometry (A opt ) since is 7.95 kcal mol -1 more stable than that optimized isotactic structure, wherein the rings are eclipsed along the chain. Further, between the two syndiotactic conformers, the structure with eclipsed IMZ rings (B opt ) shows energy 1.6 kcal mol -1 higher than conformer A opt , as expected. The optimized structures are shown in Figure 6 and the results summarized in Table 2 .
Based on the most stable structure of the PVI pentamer, corresponding to syndiotactic conformation with nitrogen atoms not eclipsed (A opt ), seven structures containing simple or double protonations were proposed in order to inquire the influence of the proton on the conformation of the chain. The interatomic distances of the nitrogen atoms in the structures of protonated PVI are displayed in Table 3 (as labeled in Figure 6 ). Data related to the totally deprotonated geometry is shown for comparison proposes. In addition, in Figure 7 Table 3 , for example, that the protonation of the ring 1 (structure A-H(1)) decreases its distance from 5.86899 to 4.38676 Å relative to the ring 3. On the other hand in structure A-H(1)H(3) the protonation of rings 1 and 3 leads its distance to 7.68823 Å indicating repulsion, but in the same time it generates an attractive interaction between rings 3 and 5, lowering the distance from each other to less than 4 Å. Interestingly, the protonation of ring 3 in A-H(3) yields to the approaching of rings 1 and 5, indicating that the molecule attempts to minimize the positive charge by changing its conformation. It is reasonable to inquire that the protonation of the PVI leads to an entanglement of the polymer, while the totally deprotonated structure must present a straight chain, based on similar distances between the rings IMZ ( Table 3 , A opt ).
These results can be correlated to the kinetic studies in the sense that the presence of bipolar species causes changes in the polymer conformation, effectively creating active sites, which can promote bifunctional catalysis for the reaction with BDNPP. These changes can also account for the possible attraction (electrostatic) between the negatively charged BDNPP and bipolar site PVI + . For DEDNPP, this attraction is not possible (neutral ester) and the polymer is preferentially linear, as shown in other nucleophilic polymers. 18
Conclusions
The results presented for the dephosphorylation reactions in the presence of the IMZ-derived polymeric catalyst PVI, confirms the catalytic potential of IMZ groups anchored on the macromolecular chain, with increments up to 10 7 -fold. Two phosphate esters were studied, which seem to follow different mechanistic pathways. For the triester, a nucleophilic catalysis is proposed and for the diester, results indicate a bifunctional nucleophilic-general-acid catalysis, with a protonated IMZ assisting the leaving group, while a neutral IMZ attacks the phosphorus atom. Computational studies were done to corroborate the conformation of the polymer, indicating significant changes for the bipolar and neutral species, accounting for distinct regions on the polymer, like active sites. Whereby, PVI is multifunctional since it can attract the reactants on its domain (hydrophobic/electrostatic forces) and effectively catalyze the ester's cleavage. Hence, PVI acts as an artificial enzyme, because it has enzymatic attributes with active sites, hydrophobic nature and important conformational and proximity contributions in reactivity. In addition, the micellar catalysis proved to be important in the reactions studied, since facilitates a more efficient approach of the reactants and also confirms the reactivity of the bipolar species. Studies with functional polymers have attracted great interest since they have different applications, 19, 20 for example, to obtain nanocomposites with special properties for electrochemical sensors and bioactive synthetic polymers, which have intrinsic therapeutic properties in recognition and removal of unwanted substances in the gastrointestinal tract. 39 Figure 6 . Optimized structures of PVI pentamer calculated from syndiotactic starting geometries with B3LYP/6-31+g(d). B opt in (a) and A opt in (b). The blue color indicates nitrogen, grey carbon and white hydrogen. The numbers in brackets indicate the label of the rings. Table 3 . Distances between IMZ rings of PVI pentamer, based on nitrogen atoms as labeled in Figure 6 . The numbers in brackets indicate the label of the rings
Distance of rings / Å A opt A-H(1) A-H(3) A-H(1)H(3) A-H(1)H(4) A-H(2)H(3)
A In this context, polymers with IMZ and/or imidazolium groups (salts, ionic liquids, etc.) have shown great therapeutic importance because they can provide antimicrobial, antiarrhythmic and anti-metastatic activity. Likewise, the design of IMZ-derived polymers for therapeutic purposes is still relatively recent. 2 Yet, this type of polymer has also shown characteristics of stimuli response materials. Although this work has not addressed aspects of biological activity and applications, the results are important because they show that the PVI reacts efficiently with phosphate esters. These are abundant in biological systems, not only in DNA chain but also in the form of phosphorylated enzyme intermediates and other species (ATP, ADP), determinants in several biological functions such as signaling processes. Finally, this study has potential for detoxification purposes, since many toxic chemicals (chemical warefare, pesticides) are phosphate esters, which require adequate disposal and elimination of their toxicity, 40 i.e., by an efficient multifuctional catalytic system, such as proposed herein.
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